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The Wizard 

 

The Wizard has studied the inner workings of the magical forces that permeate the world, and has some 

control over them. 

 
Inherent—Veil Touch 

 You see the mystical forces at work, where other users of magic have left their mark, or their spells are in 

effect or were within the last day or two. Not only that, you can leave your magical mark on any wall or 

object, visible only to people whom you feel would need to see it. 

 
Limitation—Power Hungry 

 You wouldn’t have the knowledge you have if you weren’t ruthlessly passionate about being able to 

control stuff. Someday time and space will change at your whim, and who knows how that will affect 

you. 

 

Signature Items: 5 doses of flashpowder, a scroll case. Starting Coin: 3d10 gold x5. 

 

Available Talents 

 

 Arcane Protection.** Rested. Focus action. Gain +2 to AC for an hour. This protection can be 

sacrificed to reduce incoming damage by 1 wound. This stacks with armor. This spell only works on 

the caster. When this spell is active, you do not get 2 Awesome Points for fighting without armor. 

 

 Counter-Spell.** Rested. Cast during the defend/protect phase, this spell allows you to intercept any 

magic cast in your arena or an adjacent arena. Both the one you intercept and you roll 1d12 and add 

your level to the roll. On a tie, they cancel each other out. If you get a higher success, the spell is 

cancelled and the other spellcaster takes 1 wound. If you lose, the spell works and you take 1 wound. 

 

 Menace.** Rested. Focus action. Gain a flat +6 bonus to an Intimidate test; when overcoming being 

intimidated, this spell guarantees success in overcoming fear and also projects intimidation. 

 

 Mystic Attack.** Arena. During the Shoot phase, attack any target you can see in your arena or an 

adjacent arena. Attack with 1d10+Level to hit, inflicting 1 wound. 

 

 Rejuvenate.** Rested. Focus action. Count all spell talents as being rested except this one. This does 

not rest or nourish the caster’s body, only the caster’s mystic reserves. 

 


